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STOP FRAUD IN ITS TRACKS: MITIGATE CHECK FRAUD 
AT THE POINT OF PRESENTMENT

Check fraud is big business in today’s climate. Too many financial institutions (FIs) rely on inflexible methods to
prevent or address sophisticated fraudster schemes that change rapidly with the market climate. In fact, a recent
TransUnion survey found 22% of Americans were targeted by fraud scams related to the pandemic. Through Q1
of 2020 alone, the FPC reported COVID-19 related fraud had already totaled $13.4 million. Perpetrators who
capitalize on a bank’s vulnerabilities erode account holder trust and cause irreversible reputational damage – not
to mention the financial loss incurred by the FI.

CAPITILIZING ON ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES AND INNOVATIONS

Across the industry, checks remain the leading source of payment fraud. Alogent’s proven payment
processing solutions boost efficiencies, optimize workflows and mitigate risk at the point of presentment –
scalable for banks of all sizes. With these tools, institutions pair fraud detection solutions with payment and
transaction offerings, proactively safeguarding operations and ultimately understanding potential threats on a
more granular level.

Alogent’s trusted offerings keep the transaction ecosystem secure with capabilities like duplicate detection, as
well as a comprehensive real-time interrogation of check image quality (IQA) and image usability (IUA). With
tools tailored for in-branch employees and remote channels alike, Alogent’s solutions combine industry-
leading capabilities, intelligence from fraud management databases, and best practices to protect your
institution, account holders, and to stop fraud dead in its tracks.

FRAUD AT A GLANCEREMOVING TECHNICAL BARRIERS

Mitigating risk means staying ahead of fraudsters
with scalable, flexible solutions. By incorporating
industry-leading capabilities into their payment
channels, banks benefit from real-time, AI and
deep-learning based intelligence for more
comprehensive, seamless coverage. FIs protect
themselves and their account holders
autonomously, eliminating much of the need for
tiresome manual recalls and investigations.

Fraud at FIs is up 235% annually,
according to the LexisNexis 2019
True Cost of Fraud Study.

Checks account for 74% of
attempted or actual fraud, with
ACH debits the highest growing
payment method for fraud at a
33% attack rate, noted in AFPs
2020 “Payments Fraud and
Control Survey.”

The ABA’s 2019 Deposit Fraud
Survey found in the year prior,
check fraud accounted for 47%,
or $1.3B, of industry deposit
account-based fraud losses.
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